
color your process

(BRAND) COLOR COMMUNICATION & EXCHANGE

Organize and edit your color easily and 
communicate all their (spectral) 
properties with your project partners and 
suppliers - in a simple & secure manner.

PROOFING & PROTOTYPING

In addition to “classic proofing”, we have 
been docusing on packaging proofing and 
prototype production for many years. 

COLOR MANAGEMENT & OPTIMIZATION

Get the most out of your printing presses! 
Achieve perfect colors and repeat 
printing results easily. Reach any industry 
standard and optimize your processes at 
the same time.

PROFILING

Compact solution - huge benefits: Create 
profiles for each of your devices and 
paper types - fast and easy. Without the 
need for expensive additional equipment 
with the highest quality reports.

QUALITY CONTROL & CERTIFICATION

Process control, quality assurance and 
certification are essential elements of 
professional color management. Monitor 
your workflow automatically.

PROOFING PAPER & PACKAGING SUBSTRATE

Innovative and exclusive proofing paper 
and packaging substrates with uniqely 
developed properties complete our 
proofing applications.

Smart software solutions for all needs 
related to color management, proofing, 
prototyping, certification & quality control
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Easy-to-use and efficient tools for 
organization & communication of (spectral) 
color. This is vitally important for brand 
owners and all of their suppliers worldwide.

We are working in the graphics industry 
for more than 35 years and provide simple 
to use software solutions for all your 
needs related to color management, 
proofing, prototyping, certification as 
well as proofing and packaging media.

Classic proofing software for accurate and 
reliable simulation of printing results - a 
smart solution for agencies and designers as 
well as pre-press and printing companies.

Innovative system to produce color 
accurate packaging proofs and packaging 
samples. For stunning mockups, even 
with complex finishing effects - fast and 
cost-effective.

With this “allrounder” you get the most out of 
your printing presses. Match them reliably, 
reach any industry or house standard. As 
printing, packaging or industrial printing 
company you will optimize your daily 
business greatly.

Are you printing with more than 4 colors? 
This software is specially tailored to 
streamline multicolor printing. The right 
choice for packaging and photographic 
printers.

Very compact and cost-effective solution to 
generate optimal profiles for your devices 
and papers for immediate use. Simple to 
use, no extra equipment needed - just 
maximize your output.

Control and evaluate your proofs, 
processes and printing systems fast and 
easily - and certify your results. Very 
simple integration into any existing 
workflows. If quality is important for you 
- this is the suitable tool.

Large portfolio of exclusive proofing paper 
with unique properties - specially formulated 
for the stringent needs of digital proofing. 
Created and continously developed based on 
detailed feedback from the printing industry.

Premium selection of various packaging 
substrates - specially developed for 
packaging proofs and mock-up 
production. Ideal material for mock-up 
agencies and packaging printers. Explore 
the stunning portfolio and start now!
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Benefits at a glance Contact
✓ Tailored solutions
✓ Powerful and easy to use
✓ Simply integrated & combinable
✓ Cost-effective
✓ Proven for years
✓ Comprehensive service & support
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